We present the first experimental observation of modulation instability and spontaneous pattern formation with incoherent white light emitted from an incandescent light bulb. We show experimentally that modulation instability of white light propagating in a noninstantaneous self-focusing medium is a collective effect, where the entire temporal spectrum of the light beam becomes unstable at the same threshold value and collectively forms a pattern with a single periodicity. We experimentally demonstrate that the temporal spectrum of the evolving perturbation self-adjusts to match the collective pattern formation phenomenon.
Self-organization and spontaneous ordering into periodic structures can be found perhaps in all fields of science. This fundamental phenomenon, known as spontaneous pattern formation, was extensively studied during the last century in the context of fluid dynamics [1] , biology [2] , chemistry [3] , matter-wave physics [4] , and other areas. Essentially, spontaneous pattern formation arises from the interplay between self-action (nonlinearity) and long-range interaction (e.g., diffusion or diffraction). When these tendencies act in an opposite fashion on a local perturbation, they result in the breakup of a homogeneous state, initiated by small random fluctuations (''noise''); perturbations with a particular periodicity are enhanced, forming regular patterns, such as stripes or hexagons. Although the mechanisms driving this ''modulational instability'' (MI) process and pattern formation may significantly differ from one system to another, this behavior is universal, exhibiting similar features in all systems supporting spontaneous pattern formation [5] . In optics, this phenomenon manifests itself as the disintegration of a light beam of uniform intensity into an ordered structure. This behavior was shown to occur in many materials with diverse nonlinearities [6 -9] . Similar effects were observed also in the temporal domain [10] . Traditionally, pattern formation in nonlinear optical systems was studied with coherent light, relying on the intuition that interference effects, and therefore the coherence of the interacting waves, are necessary for nonlinear wave amplification and for the spontaneous creation of long-range ordering. Recently, however, several studies have shown theoretically [11, 12] and experimentally [13, 14] that a partially spatially incoherent yet quasimonochromatic light beam can also undergo MI, resulting in a periodic array of spatially incoherent 1D or 2D solitonlike filaments [15] . This incoherent MI is distinguished from coherent MI by the presence of a distinct instability threshold, which can be understood as the balance point between two opposing tendencies: the nonlinear self-focusing of small perturbations, and their linear diffusive washout resulting from the incoherence [11] . Below this threshold value, a uniform-intensity beam is stable and no pattern will emerge [11] [12] [13] [14] . The instability threshold directly depends on the correlation statistics [11, 12, 16] . The essential feature underlying pattern formation with incoherent light is that the response time of the nonlinearity should be much longer than the characteristic time of random phase fluctuations. Hence, the nonlinearity responds to the time-averaged intensity rather than to the speckled instantaneous intensity structure [11] [12] [13] [14] . On the experimental front, the spatially incoherent light sources used in the experiments studying incoherent MI [13, 14] and solitons [17] were constructed by passing a (monochromatic) laser beam through a rotating diffuser. The exception is the experimental observation of incoherent white light solitons made of light emanating from an incandescent light bulb [18] . Such studies of nonlinear phenomena with light from natural sources, such as incandescent bulbs, or the Sun, are especially intriguing. Unfortunately, experimental results with such sources are scarce in nonlinear optics. Sources like light bulbs or the Sun, apart from their everyday appearance, are both spatially and temporally incoherent (not quasimonochromatic), and thus nonlinear interactions among a broad continuum of temporal frequencies become an important ingredient of the underlying nonlinear dynamics. This had motivated us to study MI and pattern formation with (spatially and temporally) incoherent white light originating from an ordinary incandescent light bulb.
In a recent theoretical study, a model was derived to describe the propagation of incoherent white light in a noninstantaneous nonlinear medium, and the MI process of such a light beam was investigated using linear stability analysis [19] . Apart from showing that the white light beam would go unstable only above a threshold value in a similar fashion to the spatially incoherent quasimono-chromatic case, this theoretical work predicted two new features, which characterize MI with white light: (i) The whole temporal spectrum is collectively becoming unstable at the same threshold value of nonlinearity, while all temporal frequencies obtain an intensity structure with the same spatial periodicity. Both of these indicate that the process of white light MI is a collective effect.
(ii) Above the threshold value, the temporal spectrum of the perturbations (growing on top of the underlying uniform beam) self-adjusts so as to match the collective instability process, and different wavelengths participate with different strengths in the MI process.
Here, we present the first experimental observation of modulation instability and spontaneous pattern formation with spatially and temporally incoherent white light emitted from an incandescent light bulb. We show experimentally that white light modulation instability is indeed a collective effect, where the entire temporal spectrum of the light beam becomes unstable at the same threshold value and collectively forms a pattern with a single periodicity. Furthermore, we experimentally demonstrate that the temporal spectrum of the evolving perturbation self-adjusts to match the collective pattern formation phenomenon. This holds even when the modulation depth of the pattern is high and the system is in a highly nonlinear state, where the linear stability analysis [19] is inapplicable.
A sketch of our experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1 : An incandescent light bulb is used as a light source, emitting a white light beam with a wide temporal spectrum. The emitted light is collected using an elliptical reflector and focused onto an aperture, which is used to adjust the spatial coherence of the beam. We set the spatial correlation distance l c to be 8 m, which is estimated (at the central wavelength) by measuring the diffraction angle of the incoherent beam, when passed through a second aperture (much larger than l c ), and by using =l c . We use a filter to pass only the visible range of the (temporal) spectrum. The beam is then collimated and launched into an 8 mm long SBN:60 crystal, possessing the photorefractive screening nonlinearity [20] . An external bias field, which is applied on the crystal parallel to its c axis, is used to control the strength of the nonlinearity. The light beam entering the crystal is nonpolarized. The ordinarily polarized (perpendicular to the crystalline c axis) fraction of the light beam is propagating through the medium in a basically linear fashion, thus merely serving a background beam to set the degree of saturation of the screening nonlinearity [20] . The extraordinarily polarized (parallel to the c axis) light propagates in a nonlinear fashion and serves as a signal beam [20] . Since the entire light beam is nonpolarized, the signal-to-background intensity ratio is 1. After the crystal, a linear polarizer is placed so as to filter out the ordinarily polarized background beam. We use a CCD camera to monitor the intensity distribution at the output face of the crystal. Finally, a set of narrow-band color filters (10 nm FWHM) is placed before the camera to enable monitoring for each wavelength separately. Figure 1 also shows the temporal spectrum of the beam, measured at the input face of the crystal, and the measured absorption coefficient (which relates to material sensitivity) as a function of wavelength. The photosensitivity of the crystal is higher at shorter wavelengths; hence the power spectrum as ''seen'' by the crystal is enhanced at shorter wavelengths. Since the width of the spectrum is approximately half the central wavelength, we estimate the temporal coherence length to be 0:5 m, which is twice the central wavelength in the material (0:25 m). Apart from the absorption, the temporal power spectrum of the signal beam is unchanged during propagation. The response time of the medium (0:1 s) is too slow and the optical intensity is too low for significant generation of new frequencies [21] . Figure 2 depicts typical experimental results, showing the light intensity distribution (with the entire temporal spectrum present) at the crystal output, for various values of nonlinearity. Figure 2(a) shows the homogeneous output beam with the nonlinearity off. Figure 2(b) shows the output light beam with an applied electric field of 1000 V=cm. The nonlinearity strength is below the MI threshold; hence, the beam is stable and no significant change in the uniform output intensity distribution is apparent. By setting a bias of 1200 V=cm, a low-visibility periodic pattern of stripes starts to form [ Fig. 2(c) ], with a typical periodicity of 40 m. When the applied voltage is further increased [Fig. 2(d) ], the modulation depth of the pattern increases to produce an array of onedimensional white-light filaments with a typical width . 1 (color online) . A sketch of the experimental setup. The inset shows the temporal spectrum of the light at the input face of the crystal (left) and the crystal absorption (right). of 15 m. The light trapped in each filament is temporally incoherent (with a wavelength span over the entire visible range), and partially spatially incoherent, as the spatial correlation distance (8 m) is smaller than the width of each filament (15 m).
The temporal power spectrum of the light bulb is broad and continuous, and all the temporal frequencies propagate simultaneously. From the study of quasimonochromatic spatially incoherent MI [11] , we know that by changing the temporal frequency of the carrier wave, while keeping all other parameters the same, the threshold for MI and the pattern periodicity would change. By simply extending these findings, one might believe that during incoherent white-light MI not all temporal frequencies would become unstable at the same threshold value and that the unstable frequencies could give rise to patterns with different periodicities. However, the theoretical model [19] predicted the opposite: all temporal frequencies should act collectively, by having the same threshold value and pattern periodicity. We are therefore motivated to measure the behavior of different temporal frequencies during white light MI dynamics. We measure the standard deviation (relative to the mean intensity) of the intensity distribution as the nonlinearity is increased, for each wavelength (temporal frequency) separately, by placing narrow-band color filters in front of the camera. We sample the spectrum from 500 to 700 nm, with intervals of 50 nm. The nonlinearity strength is characterized by the maximal index change n 0 1=2n 3 0 r 33 E 0 , where n 0 2:37 is the linear refractive index, r 33 210pm=V is the relevant electro-optic coefficient, and E 0 is the externally applied electric field. The results, presented in Fig. 3 , show that the pattern formation process of incoherent white light is indeed a collective phenomenon. Up to a particular value of the nonlinearity, the visibility is very low for all wavelengths and does not depend on the nonlinearity strength. However, when the nonlinearity strength exceeds the MI threshold value (1:5 10 ÿ4 , marked by an arrow), the modulation depth of the emerging pattern starts to grow sharply and simultaneously at every temporal frequency. The threshold value is the same for all temporal frequencies, and so is the periodicity of the emerging pattern, indicating that the process is indeed a collective phenomenon. Increasing the nonlinearity beyond the threshold results in the enhancement of the modulation depth of the periodic pattern until it saturates. In addition, Fig. 3 shows that the modulation depth of the pattern is monotonically decreasing with the optical wavelength. This indicates that the temporal spectrum of the perturbation growing on top of a uniform beam self-adjusts so that shorter wavelengths (higher frequencies) contribute more to the modulation depth of the intensity pattern. For clarity, we restate that the temporal power spectrum of the beam as a whole (growing perturbations plus the underlying uniform beam) is unchanged during propagation. The intuitive explanation for the observed effect is that longer wavelengths have a stronger tendency to diffract. Consequently, their coupling into the collectively induced structure is weaker and the visibility of the pattern at longer wavelengths is lower (Fig. 3 ). Examining the structure of a single filament reveals that this effect is also manifested as a reddish shade (shown only in the color version online) of the filament edges. Such a characteristic filament is shown in Fig. 4 , which is a magnified real-color photograph, taken with a regular stills camera. It should be noted that the equivalent effect was theoretically predicted to appear for incoherent white light solitons [22] ; that is, the pattern of colors characteristic of such solitons should correspond to the colors observed in Fig. 4 .
In conclusion, we have reported the first observation of modulational instability and spontaneous pattern formation with incoherent white light emitted from a bulb. We have demonstrated that pattern formation in this system is a collective phenomenon, where all temporal frequencies undergo instability at the same threshold value and attain the same pattern periodicity. We have also shown that different temporal frequencies have different values of visibility within the collectively forming pattern. The breakup and spontaneous formation of patterns of incoherent white light reported here is an example of such a process in a general statistical wave system, that is, a system with limited temporal and spatial correlation. The results of this work imply that similar behavior may be found in various physical wave systems, where nonlinearity interplays with random statistics and noise. Charge density waves in plasmas, matter waves in Bose-Einstein condensates, and sound waves in superfluids, all at finite temperature, are a few such systems. For example, the behavior of weakly interacting Bose-Einstein condensates at finite temperature is analogous to the behavior of incoherent light in noninstantaneous nonlinear media. This follows from the similarity between the theories describing the systems (e.g., the equations of the static Hartree-Fock mean field approximation [23] are analogous to the equations describing incoherent solitons in noninstantaneous Kerr nonlinear media [24] ). This work was supported by the German-Israeli DIP project and by the Israeli Science Foundation.
